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VERY IMPORTANT :

A. The question paper consists of  1 part (Reasoning & Mental ability, Science, Mathematics). Please fill the

OMR answer Sheet  accordingly and carefully.

iz'u i=k ds ,d Hkkx (Reasoning & Mental ability, Science, Mathematics) gSA OMR mRrj iqfLrdk dks Øekuqlkj

o /;kuiwoZd HkjsaA

B. Please ensure that the Question Paper you have received contains All the questions in each Section and

Pages. If you found some mistake like missing questions or pages then contact immediately to the Invigilator.

lqfuf'pr djsa fd iz'u i=k esa izR;sd [k.M o ist esa lHkh iz'u gSA ;fn vkidks iz'u i=k esa dksbZ =kqfV tSls dksbZ iz'u ;k ist

ugha feyrk gS] rks fujh{kd ls lEidZ djsaA

INSTRUCTIONS (funsZ'k)

1. All questions are Single correct type questions. Each of these questions has four choices (A), (B), (C)

and (D) out of which ONLY ONE is correct.

lHkh iz'u ,dy lgh fodYi izdkj ds iz'u gSA izR;sd iz'u ds pkj fodYi (A), (B), (C) rFkk (D) fn;s x;s gS ftuesa ls

dsoy ,d lgh gSA

For each question, you will be awarded 4 marks if you have darkened only the bubble corresponding to

the correct answer and zero mark if no bubble are darkened. In all other cases, (–1) negative mark will be

awarded.

izR;sd lgh mrj ds fy, vkidks 4 uEcj feysxs vxj vkius lgh mrj ls lacaf/kr cqycqys dks dkyk fd;k gS vkSj 'kwU; uEcj

feysxs ;fn dksbZ cqycqyk dkyk ugha fd;k gS rFkk xyr mRrj nsUks ij (–1) _.kkRed vad gSA

2. Indicate the correct answer for each question by filling appropriate bubble in your answer sheet.

vkids izR;sd lgh mrj ds fy, mi;qDr cqycqys dks mrj iqfLrdk esa ml iz'u la[;k ds lkeus dkys djsaA

3. Use of Calculator, Log Table, Slide Rule and Mobile is not allowed.

dksjs dkxt] fDyi cksMZ] ykWx rkfydk] LykbM :y] dSydqysVj] dSejk] lsyQksu] istj vkSj fdlh izdkj ds bysDVªkWfud

midj.k ijh{kk d{k esa vuqefr ugha gSA

USEFUL DATA

Atomic weights: Al = 27, Mg = 24, Cu = 63.5, Mn = 55, Cl = 35.5, O = 16, H = 1, P =  31, Ag = 108, N = 14,

Li = 7, I = 127, Cr = 52, K=39, S = 32, Na = 23, C = 12, Br = 80, Fe = 56,  Ca = 40,  Zn = 65.5, Ti = 48,

Ba = 137, U = 238, Co= 59, B =11, F = 19, He = 4, Ne = 20, Ar = 40 , Mo = 96, Ni = 58.5, Sr = 87.5,

Hg = 200.5 , Tl = 204, Pb = 207 [Take : ln 2 = 0.69,  ln 3 = 1.09, e = 1.6 × 10–19, m
e
= 9.1 × 10–31 kg ]

Take  g = 10 m/s2 unless otherwise stated
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1. How many triangles are there in the following figure?

(A) 6 (B) 7 (C) 8 (D) 9

2. Count the number of triangles in given figure.

(A) 12 (B) 10 (C) 11 (D) 13

Direction (3 – 5) : Count the number of square in the given figure.

3.

(A) 30 (B) 40 (C) 50 (D) 60

REASONING & MENTAL ABILITY
[SINGLE CORRECT CHOICE TYPE]

Q.1 to Q.20 has four choices (A), (B), (C), (D) out of which ONLY ONE is correct.

REASONING &
MENTAL ABILITY
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REASONING &
MENTAL ABILITY

4.

(A) 20 (B) 16 (C) 12 (D) 18

5.

(A) 16 (B) 18 (C) 21 (D) None of these

6. Count the number of triangles in given figure.

(A) 38 (B) 39 (C) 40 (D) 41
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REASONING &
MENTAL ABILITY

Direction : (7 – 9) Find the wrong number in each of the following given series :

7. 3, 8, 15, 24, 34, 48, 63

(A) 15 (B) 24 (C) 34 (D) 48

8. 24, 27, 31, 33, 36

(A) 24 (B) 27 (C) 31 (D) 33

9. 196, 169, 144, 121, 80

(A) 80 (B) 121 (C) 169 (D) 196

Direction : (10 – 11) Find the wrong number in each of the following given series :

10. 5.40, 8.00, 10.20, 12.30, 3.00, 5.20

(A) 5.40 (B) 8.00 (C) 10.20 (D) 12.30

11.
4 7 1 1 8

, , , ,
5 15 15 5 15

 

(A) 
7

15
(B) 

1

15
(C) 

1

5
 (D) 

8

15


12. BEGK is related to ADFJ in the saMe way as PSVY is related to ....?....

(A)  LOQT (B) ROUX (C) OTUZ (D) ORUX

13. BLOCKED : YOLXPVW : : ? : OZFMXS

(A) LAUNCH (B) DEBATE (C) LABOUR (D) RESULT

14. A’s father’s mother-in-law’s only daughter’s son is B. How is A related to B?

(A) Brother (B) Sister (C) Nephew (D) Cannot be determined
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REASONING &
MENTAL ABILITY

15. Pointing to a person, Raju said, “He is the only brother of my father’s mother’s daughter.” How is the person

related to Raju ?

(A) Brother (B) Father (C) Uncle (D) Nephew

16. Mohit walks 6 km to the East and turns to the South and walk 5 km. Again he turns to the East and walks 6 km.

Next, he turns northwards and walks 10 km. How far is he from his starting point?

(A) 5 km (B) 12 km (C) 13 km (D) 17 km

17. A person starts towards South direction. Which of the following orders of direction will lead him to East

direction ?

(A) Right, Right Right (B) Left, Left, Left

(C) Left, Right, Right (D) Right, Left, Right

18. Darsh started from a point 'A' towards South and travelled 5 km. Then he turned right and travelled 2 km. Then

he turned right and travelled 5 km. Then he turned left and travelled 5 km. How far is he from the point 'A' ?

(A)  5 km (B) 7 km (C) 15 km (D) 17 km

19. Find the direction which replaces '?' in the figure below.

'?'

W

(A) NE (B) E (C) SE (D) N

20. Ashok is facing North. He turns 45 degrees in the clockwise direction and then turns 90 degrees in the

anticlockwise direction. Finally, he turns back. Which direction is he facing now ?

(A) South-East (B) South-West (C) North-East (D) North-West
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SCIENCE
[SINGLE CORRECT CHOICE TYPE]

Q.21 to Q.40 has four choices (A), (B), (C), (D) out of which ONLY ONE is correct.

SCIENCE

21. Maxiumum-minimum thermometer are used to measure

(A) humidity (B) maximum and minimum temperature

(C) rainfall (D) wind

22. Humidity is measured by using

(A) Thermometer (B) Rain gauge (C) Hygrometer (D) All of these

23. Rain gauge is used to measure

(A) humidity (B) rainfall (C) temperature (D) all of these

24. The climate of a place depends on
(A) latitude (B) altitude (C) distance from the sea (D) all of these

25. Fennec adapt to the desert climate with the help of

(A) long ears (B) being nocturnal in nature

(C) both (A) & (B) (D) none of these
26. What will happen when diaphragm relaxes and curves upwards?

(A) Air is forced out of the lungs
(B) The rib cage goes up and outward
(C) The volume of the thoracic cavity increases

(D) Air pressure inside the thoracic cavity decreases

27. When we inhale, we breathe in air into the lungs. What do we breathe out when we exhale?
(A) Only oxygen gas
(B) Only hydrogen gas
(C) Air that has more oxygen than inhaled air

(D) Air that has more carbon dioxide than inhaled air

28. Which one of the following structures closes the respiratory passage during ingestion of food?
(A) Larynx (B) Epiglottis (C) Hard palate (D) Soft palate
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SCIENCE

29. The covering of lungs is called
(A) Pericardium (B) Pleural membrane
(C) Perichondrium (D) Peritoneum

30. The narrowest and most numerous tubes of lungs are termed as
(A) Bronchus (B) Alveoli (C) Bronchioles (D) Hilum

31. The process of changing water into ice is called

(A) sublimation (B) evaporation (C) freezing (D) precipitation

32. The proces of falling down of water in the form of rain, snow or hail is called

(A) Sublimation (B) Evaporation (C) Condensation (D) Precipitation

33. How much water is lost approximately through transpiration by wheat plants that give one kilogram of wheat ?

(A) 5 litres (B) 50 litres (C) 500 litres (D) 5000 litres

34. Which of the following will lead to a reducion in the availability of ground water ?

(A) Plantation (B) Rain water harvesting

(C) Constructing more lakes (D) Building cacrete rods

35. Water freezes at___to a solid state called snow or ice

(A) 0°C (B) –1C° (C) 1°C (D) 100°C

36. The basic unit of speed is:

(A) km/min (B) m/min (C) km/h                      (D) m/s
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SCIENCE

37. Which of the following relations is correct?

(A) Speed = Distance × Time (B) Speed = 
Distance

Time

(C) Speed =
Time

Distance
(D) Speed = 

1

Distance Time

38. A tester is used to check the conduction of electricity through two liquids, labelled A and B. It is found

that the bulb of the tester glows brightly for liquid A while it glows very dimly for liquid B. You would

conclude that

(A) liquid A is a better conductor than liquid B.

(B) liquid B is a better conductor than liquid A.

(C) both liquids are equally conducting,

(D) conducting properties of liquid cannot be compared in this manner.

39. A weak current can be detected by replacing electric bulb in an electric tester with :

(A) LED (B) A coil wound over a compass needle

(C) CFL (D) Both (A) and (B)

40. Silicon is a :

(A) Conductor (B) Insulator

(C) Semiconductor (D) Superconductor
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MATHS
[SINGLE CORRECT CHOICE TYPE]

Q.41 to Q.60 has four choices (A), (B), (C), (D) out of which ONLY ONE is correct.

MATHS

41. Solve : 2x + 1 = 8x

(A) 1 (B) 3 (C) 
1

3


(D) 

1

2

42. Which of the follwing is not equal to y6 ?

(A) [y 2/3]9 (B) 
2

6y 
  

(C) 183 y (D) [y1/3]12

43.
5 1

2 216 16 ?

(A) 250 (B) 256 (C) 255 (D) 200

44. Find the value of p so that 

3 3 3p
4 4 4

5 5 5


                       

.

(A) 3 (B) 0 (C) 2 (D) 1

45. The value of 3 3 33 2 7 6 5 18  is–

(A) 545 (B) 500 (C) 630 (D) 400

46. The value of 

2 2 2

2 2 2

1 1 1

a b ca b b c c a

b c a

x x x
. .

x x x

                              
is–

(A) 0 (B) 1 (C) 2 (D) 3
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MATHS

47. Given that – 0.3k + 2.1 = 0.4k, the value of k =
(A) 21 (B) 7 (C) 3 (D) – 1

48. If 
1 x

3
7 7
  , then the value of x =

(A) 20 (B) 7 (C) 3 (D) 1
49. Three-fourths of a number is 60 more than its one-third. The number is

(A) 108 (B) 84 (C) 144 (D) 116
50. If 20 is added to four times a certain number, the result is 5 less than five times the number. The number is

(A) 10 (B) 15 (C) 20 (D) 25
51. There were only two candidates in an election. One got 62% votes and was elected by a margin of 144

votes. The total number of votes were
(A) 500 (B) 600 (C) 700 (D) 800

52. A quadrilateral can have

(A) 4 acute angles (B) 4 obtuse angles

(C) 3 obtuse angles (D) 2 right angles and 2 obtuse angles

53. A regular polygon is

(A) equilateral (B) equiangular (C) both (A) & (B) (D) none of these
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54. If PQRS is a parallelogram, then P – P is

(A) 0° (B) 90° (C) 180° (D) 360°

55. In a ABC, If AB + BC = 10 cm, BC + CA =  12 cm, CA + AB = 16 cm, then the

perimeter of the triangle is :

(A) 19 cm (B) 17 cm (C) 28 cm (D) None of these

56. In the following figure, If AB = AC and BD = DC, then ADC =

(A) 60º (B) 120º (C) 90º (D) 45º

57. If two sides of an isosceles triangles are 3 cm and 8 cm, then the length of the third side is :

(A) 3 cm (B) 8 cm (C) 3 cm or 8 cm (D) 5 cm

58. The three angles of a triangle are in the ratio 1 : 2 : 1, then the greatest angle is :

(A) 45º (B) 90º (C) 60º (D) 120º

59. An exterior angle of a triangle is ________ the sum of its interior opposite angles.

(A) Greater than (B) Less than

(C) Equal to (D) Greater or equal to

60. In a PQR, PQ = PR and Q is twice that of P. Then Q =
(A) 72º (B) 36º (C) 144º (D) 108º
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ANSWER KEY

CLASS VI ONLINE

ANSWER KEY

REASONING & MENTAL ABILITY

1. C 2. D 3. C 4. B 5. C 6. B 7. C

8. C 9. A 10. D 11. B 12. D 13. A 14. D

15. B 16. C 17. A 18. B 19. B 20. A

SCIENCE

21. B 22. C 23. B 24. D 25. C 26. A 27. D

28. B 29. B 30. C 31. C 32. D 33. C 34. C

35. A 36. D 37. B 38. A 39. D 40. C

MATHS

41. D 42. D 43. B 44. C 45. C 46. B 47. C

48. A 49. C 50. D 51. B 52. C 53. C 54. A

55. B 56. C 57. A 58. D 59. C 60. B
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